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 Get your home page back 

 The state of anti-virus protection 

 Easy label removal\ 

 Remove some or all of the tiles 

from the Windows 10 Start menu. 

 

 

GET YOUR HOME PAGE BACK 
 

Although almost of my readers know 

what a browser is, I still encounter 

people who give me this blank stare or 

confuse a browser’s home page with 

the Windows desktop.  So, just to 

clarify, whenever you open Edge, 

Firefox, Chrome, Opera, or Internet 

Explorer, you are opening a browser.  

Like turning on a television showing 

the internet. 

 

Whenever you open an internet 

browser such as Edge, Firefox, 

Chrome, etc, the website that appears 

is the home page.  This is not to be 

confused with the Windows Desktop 

which is the screen with your 

shortcuts and some sort of a 

background picture. 

 

I frequently find unusual or adware-

based home pages on computers, and 

when I ask my client if they like that 

home page the response is almost 

always something like “not really, but 

it appeared one day.  I used to see” 

and they tell me a different website 

such as google, msn, etc.  The issue is 

that they don’t know how easy it is to 

prevent their home page from 

changing, or to change it back. 

 

Prevention:  Almost always, the 

reason that a home page changes 

unexpectedly is because a program is 

installed or updated and the user 

doesn’t pay attention to a checkbox 

asking if you want to change your 

home page to xxxxx.com.  For 

example, whenever you update Flash 

or Java, there is almost always such a 

checkbox.  On the assumption that you 

just can’t live without this life-

changing “improvement”, it is 

helpfully checked for 

you…errr…well…actually, it is 

because you will probably overlook 

this and they make a penny or two at 

your inconvenience.  This isn’t penny-

ante stuff, because for each million 

people who forget to uncheck the box, 

they get ten-thousand dollars (it one 

cent per hit).  Admittedly, I don’t 

really know the amount of money 

made, but you get the idea. 

 

So, be watchful of this and your home 

page will almost always remain 

unchanged. 

 

Getting your home page back:  On 

every browser where is a setting or 

options feature where you can 

customize the browser.  You can set 

what search engine(s) you prefer to 

use, change your home page 

and…there is it.   

 

The home page option usually allows 

you to either type in the web address 

(called a URL) which is the .com (or 

.org, etc) of a website you want to use 

as your home page.  Because Google 

is possibly the most common home 

page my clients use, they can just type 

in www.google.com and that will set 

the home page to that website. 

 

The other option is actually easier, 

because you can click on use current 

and whatever website is displayed on 

the browser at the time will be made 

the home page.  If you have more than 

one website tab open at the time, then 

all of the open websites will be opened 

when you open the browser.  

Generally, you only want to have one 

website (home page) open with the 

browser, so that it loads faster. 

 

Earlier in this piece I mentioned that 

each browser has its’ own settings or 

options feature.  This means that when 

one browser changes, the other 

browsers don’t, so if you use more 

than one browser, changing the 

settings on one doesn’t affect the 

other(s). 

 

 

ANTI-VIRUS PROTECTION 
 

Anti-virus protection is an absolute 

must but how do you choose which 

program is the best, average, or 

noticeably less than effective?  A 

related question is whether or not you 

need an internet security program. 

 

Before I go further, I will explain the 

term malware. 

 

Malware is, literally, any malicious 

program.  There are several types of 

malware, although viruses and 

spyware are the most common. 

 

A virus is malware that spreads each 

time a file lands on a computer.  It 

might be a modified photo that you 

receive in an email that gets forwarded 

to other, a link in an email or on a 

website that silently transfers the virus 

to a computer, and so forth.  Trojan is 

a common general name for viruses 

and the name is very descriptive. 

 

Spyware is malware that spies on 

your computer activities.  It can be a 

keylogger that records all of your 

keystrokes and sends them for analysis 

to try to discover your passwords, 

financial account numbers, and so 

forth.  Spyware can also be a program 

to find out what you are looking at on 

the internet in order to target you for 

ads. 

 

A good anti-virus program has at least 

3 features that are important: 

 

1. If finds malware when it first 

lands on your computer and 

blocks the file(s) from working on 

your computer.  Think of it as you 

would a vaccine. 

 

2. Any malware that is missed by 

the “vaccine” feature should be 

found and eliminated by routine 

scans of the computer.  Sort of 

like an antibiotic. 
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3. The program is light (lite) on your 

computer, which means it doesn’t 

noticeably slow down the 

computer. 

 
For the past few years BitDefender, 

Kaspersky and Norton have produced 

anti-virus programs that work very 

well.  All three have free versions of 

their anti-virus program that are the 

same as the anti-virus feature of their 

paid programs.  Avast has also been 

getting good reviews, and most 

recently Windows 10 Defender seems 

to be getting good reviews.  All are 

free.  Other free anti-virus programs 

do not consistently do as well in 

testing. 

 

So why get a paid anti-malware 

program? 

 

The paid, usually termed Pro, versions 

of free anti-virus programs add some 

features.  The next step is to “internet 

security” versions. 

 

As an example, the following is a brief 

comparison of the available versions 

of their software: 

 

 ANTI-VIRUS FREE features 

Anti-Virus, Web Attack 

Prevention, Anti-phishing & anti-

fraud, automatic updates 

 

 ANTI-VIRUS PLUS adds multi-

layer ransomware protection, free 

online support, online banking 

protection, VPN, password 

manager, search advisor, 

vulnerability scan, file shredder. 

 
 INTERNET SECURITY adds to 

Anti-Virus Plus: webcam 

protection, firewall, Safe Files, 

parental control, file encryption, 

anti-theft, adds protection for 

Apple devices, Android 

protection 

 

Do you really need anything beyond a 

good free anti-virus program?  Not 

really, but the features can be 

appealing.  Personally, I do use an 

internet security program.  Often 

discounted as much as 50%, my 

preferred internet security program 

cost me less than $10/year for each of 

my 5 computers (office, shop, my 

wife’s computer, and 2 notebooks,) 

 

 

EASY LABEL REMOVAL  
 

I frequently computers and equipment 

that is several years old and still have 

the advertising stickers on the front, or 

even uglier, remnants of labels that 

didn’t peel off.  

 

Here is an easy solution that I have 

used for many years, and it almost 

always works.  

 

Use a hair dryer on the label to warm 

it up a bit, and after often less than a 

minute the label will just peel 

completely off.  For larger labels, you 

may need to warm as you peel.  

 

I recommend starting out with the hair 

dryer on the low setting, although I 

usually wind up using the high heat 

setting if I know that the surface is 

metal or otherwise won’t warp or be 

otherwise damaged by heat.  

 

Sometimes, a bit of the adhesive 

remains on the surface, and that can be 

easily removed by applying a little 

adhesive remover (DeSolvIt, 

GooGone, etc) to a paper towel and 

wiping the remaining adhesive off.  

You can get adhesive removers at 

most hardware stores, and at some 

department stores.  

 

 

REMOVE THE WINDOWS 10 
START MENU TILES AREA  

 

Windows 8 & 8.1 were touch screen 

oriented because Microsoft (MS) 

wanted to break into the smartphone 

and tablet market.  That didn’t work 

out well and because most users 

seriously disliked the Win8/8.1 screen, 

MS brought back a hybrid start 

menu in Windows 10.  The right half 

of the Windows 7 and earlier) start 

menu is now displayed by right-

clicking on the Start button.  The right 

side area of the Win10 Start menu 

displays “tiles” or apps which are 

lightweight programs, such as those 

on your phone or tablet. 

 

If you are one of those people who 

want to remove the tiles that you don’t 

use, or completely remove this area of 

the Start menu, breathe a sigh of relief 

because you can do it. 

 

By right-clicking on a tile, you have 

the option of resizing the tile, 

removing it from the Start menu, or 

uninstalling the program.  After 

removing or uninstalling many tiles, 

you can drag the remaining tile to the 

left, and then click on the right border 

of the tile area and move it to the left, 

reducing it in size.  Remove all tiles 

and you can make the tile area 

disappear.  For a nice step-by-step 

tutorial with accompanying 

screenshots, go to 

https://www.tekrevue.com/tip/small-

windows-10-start-menu/  

 

 
This newsletter is a service to clients of Coastal 

Computer Care.  Please remember us when you 

need professional computer support or tutoring.  
If you are not currently a client but wish to 

receive this free newsletter, send me a request 

via email and I’ll be happy add you to the 
distribution list.  Since the beginning of this 

newsletter, CCC has had absolutely no financial 

or investment interest in any recommend 
products or services. 

 

Disclaimer:  Coastal Computer Care presents 
information in this newsletter as a courtesy.  

The recommendations are made in good faith 

and are believed to be reliable and safe. CCC 
cannot, however, foresee every possibility and 

assumes no responsibility for any problems that 

may be encountered as a consequence of the 
recommendations.  Always backup your 

computer and make sure that System Restore is 

set to On. 
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